Many of the world’s most sophisticated and successful financial services firms rely on BNY Mellon’s Pershing and its affiliates for clearing and custody, investment and retirement solutions, technology, enterprise data management, trading services, prime brokerage and business consulting.

Additional information is available at pershing.com.

By the Numbers
AS OF DECEMBER 31, 2020

BNY Mellon

$41.1 Trillion
ASSETS UNDER CUSTODY
AND/OR ADMINISTRATION

$2.2 Trillion
ASSETS UNDER MANAGEMENT

BNY Mellon’s Pershing

OVER

$2.0 Trillion
GLOBAL CLIENT ASSETS¹

OVER

$2.0 Billion
NET CAPITAL²

Clients of BNY Mellon’s Pershing include advisors, broker-dealers, family offices, fund managers, registered investment advisor firms and wealth managers who represent over 7 million global investor accounts.

Over 100,000 professionals use our technology platform for advisors and broker-dealers.

Pershing provides clearing and custody in 65 markets and execution in over 60 markets globally. Pershing also facilitates the trading and conversion of 50 currencies.

We serve approximately 1,300 clients in 30 countries.

Thousands of dedicated employees are located in offices worldwide.

Our employees hold leadership positions on a broad range of industry committees, boards and task forces. The members of our highly knowledgeable and skilled management team provide stable leadership averaging more than a decade with Pershing.

¹ Pershing LLC and its global affiliates
² Pershing LLC
TIMELINE

1784
The Bank of New York is founded by Alexander Hamilton

1869
T. Mellon and Sons’ Bank is founded

1939
Pershing is founded

1971
Pershing incorporates

1977
Pershing is acquired by Donaldson, Lufkin & Jenrette Securities Corporation

1985
Donaldson, Lufkin & Jenrette Securities Corporation (including Pershing) is acquired by Equitable Life

1987
Pershing acquires the clearing operation of Lawrence Keen & Co. (now Pershing Securities Limited)

1988
Pershing pioneers online trading with launch of PC Financial Network on Prodigy, an online service that pre-dated commercial use of the internet by several years

1991
Equitable Life (including Pershing) is acquired by AXA

1995
Pershing launches the first mobile trading application on Sony Magic Link Screen Phone

1997
Pershing launches NetExchange Pro®, the first fully-transactional, internet-based workstation for brokers and advisors

2000
Donaldson, Lufkin & Jenrette Securities Corporation (including Pershing) is acquired by Credit Suisse First Boston

Pershing establishes iNautix India

History

Since our founding in 1939 as an execution provider for regional financial organizations, Pershing has grown to become a global financial business solutions provider with offices around the world. We are a company built by our clients—we have responded to their needs and evolved to help them succeed. View some of Pershing’s milestones in our timeline.

Industry Awards and Recognition

- Pershing ranked #1 in the DALBAR State of the Industry eDelivery Onboarding Brokerage Experiences Study and was recognized for the case study Strategies for Success with Electronic Delivery as a best practice guide for advisors to access to a suite of resources (2020).
- Our Subscribe annuities platform and NetXInvestor® enhancements earned Pershing the Bank Insurance & Securities Association (BISA) Technology Innovation Award (2020).
- For the second consecutive year, Pershing achieved the #1 ranking for brokerage statements in DALBAR's annual Trends & Best Practices in Investor Statements, achieving the highest score ever received by a firm. This is the fourteenth consecutive year that our brokerage account statement has received the “Excellent” rating from DALBAR, an independent firm that identifies best-in-class communications that assist clients in understanding and managing investments (2020).
- For the third year in a row, Prime Services was honored by Alt Credit Intelligence at their annual U.S. Awards. Pershing brought home the award for Best Custodian/Prime Services (2020).
- Hedgeweek U.S. Award named Pershing Best Managed Accounts Technology Provider Winner (2020).
- Global Custodian awarded Pershing the Prime Brokerage-Client Service award for the second year in a row (2020).
- Pershing’s Business Metrics and Assessment Tool was recognized by InvestmentNews at its Innovation Award ceremony. Our interactive benchmarking tool was selected based on its ability to help advisory firms better understand their business fundamentals, reduce business risk, and drive change and profitable business growth (2019).
- Pershing named Customer Service Institute of America (CSIA) Platinum Provider. The CSIA measures and certifies organizations against the International Customer Service Standard. Pershing first achieved CSIA Platinum Provider in 2015 and is now re-certified as a CSIA Platinum Provider for the next three years (2018).
- Waters Sell-Side Technology recognized Pershing as the best sell-side, web-based development environment category for NetX360®, the firm’s technology platform for broker-dealers, wealth managers and advisors (2018).
- The Bank Insurance and Securities Association (BISA) Technology Innovation Award went to Albridge for the re-launch of Albridge Wealth Reporting, a comprehensive application that allows advisors to collaborate with clients by sharing metrics—charts, graphs, portfolio snapshots—that illustrate progress towards their financial goals. This is the third year in a row that Albridge was recognized for its leadership in the advancement of innovative technology products, services and platforms for the financial services industry (2018).
- Pershing was named #1 U.S. clearing firm, ranked by number of broker-dealer customers (InvestmentNews, 2008-2020).
Strengthen Your Success With Our Solutions

| Let us help you plan for the impact of changing markets and regulations. |
| Maximize new wealth management and investment strategies to improve profitability and drive business growth. |
| Leverage emerging technology and big data to create efficient processes and capability, and drive decisions. |
| Explore our extensive range of programs designed to attract and retain the right people for a lasting business. |

We provide a vibrant and comprehensive network of solutions to help our clients run their business more efficiently so they can serve their clients more effectively. We help clients improve profitability and drive growth; create capacity and efficiency; stay ahead of regulatory change; and attract and retain talent.

Perspectives

Our practice management solutions include thought leadership, advisor programs, consulting, events and more.

For our latest commentary and actionable insights on industry trends and topics of interest, visit the Perspectives section on pershing.com. Recent highlights include:

- **Driving Growth Through Multigenerational Relationships** This Pershing program combines expert-driven webinars, action-planning tools and best-practice insights to help financial professionals activate a strategy to build bonds with their clients' family members. With wealth transitioning every day, it's imperative to connect with the next generation and focus on the ongoing dynamics of all members of a client's family.

- **Cybersecurity in an Increasingly Complex World** The perpetrators of cybercrime are not only keeping pace with advancements in technology, but they are also often on the leading edge—and the stakes are high if you don’t take appropriate steps to protect your systems.

- **Navigating Risk in 2021** What should we expect in 2021? The only thing we know for certain is how much we don’t know about the year ahead. That’s why it’s vital to be prepared for the many risks facing your firm. Use this risk mitigation guide from Pershing to protect your clients and practice in an evolving regulatory landscape.

- **Four Pressures Driving Introducing Broker-Dealers to Pursue New Advisory Strategies** The number of hybrid registered investment advisors—those who operate independently but are affiliated with broker-dealers—continues to soar. Make it easy for advisors to stay at your firm with a solution that addresses fiduciary pressures, satisfies advisors and impacts your bottom line. Broker-dealer leaders must explore the features of several business models to determine which would deliver the greatest benefit to their firms.

- **Zoom In Podcast Series** Client interviews bring a unique perspectives on industry trends and hot topics. Our new podcast series explores themes of client experience, wealth and advisory, and insights.

- **The Rise in ‘Rage Giving’ with Purpose** After months of pandemic lockdown, economic uncertainty and civil unrest, now might not seem to be the ideal time for advisors to discuss charitable giving with their clients. But it turns out that philanthropy by high-net-worth (HNW) and ultra-high-net-worth individuals is on the rise as people become more passionate about helping to solve the world’s problems.
ABOUT US

BNY Mellon is a global investments company dedicated to helping its clients manage and service their financial assets throughout the investment lifecycle. Whether providing financial services for institutions, corporations or individual investors, BNY Mellon delivers informed investment management and investment services in 35 countries. BNY Mellon can act as a single point of contact for clients looking to create, trade, hold, manage, service, distribute or restructure investments.

BNY Mellon’s Pershing and its affiliates provide advisors, broker-dealers, family offices, hedge fund and ‘40 Act fund managers, registered investment advisor firms and wealth managers with a broad suite of global financial business solutions. Many of the world’s leading financial services firms rely on Pershing for clearing and custody, investment and retirement solutions, technology, enterprise data management, trading services, prime brokerage, and business consulting. Pershing helps clients improve profitability and drive growth, create capacity and efficiency, attract and retain talent, and manage risk and regulation.

In an ever-changing marketplace, we have been trusted, tested and proven to protect our clients’ interests while providing them with the most innovative solutions possible. Our clients are leaders in their fields and they choose Pershing because we are a leader in ours. From offices worldwide, Pershing provides business-to-business solutions to clients representing over 7 million global investor accounts.

- Our broker-dealer business, where we are the #1 clearing firm* in the U.S., provides solutions for some of the world’s most sophisticated and successful financial institutions. From our offices in the United Kingdom, Ireland, Australia and Singapore, we serve clients around the world.

- Our business in direct support of registered investment advisor firms and wealth managers includes a unique bank and brokerage custody solution and access to private banking.

- Enterprise data management that delivers a single view of an investor’s broad range of assets from hundreds of data sources are delivered through the unique capabilities of Albridge.

- Sophisticated managed account solutions with institutional, quality research are the hallmark of Lockwood Advisors.

At BNY Mellon's Pershing, we bring to each client relationship the power of our integrated solutions from across the entire organization. We're one firm; one team.

*Based on number of broker-dealers clients, InvestmentNews 2020.